
Revelation -  Lesson  #24

EXHALE Bible Discovery ~ Revelation Chapter Twenty One 
 

Day 1:  

1. What are your thoughts as Chapter 21 begins with a bang in verses 1-3:


2. In what ways does verse 4 encourage you and why:


3. Verse 5 contains and, “I am” statement. Why is this important at this point?


Day 2: 

4. List the promises found in verses 6 - 7:


5. List the types of people mentioned in verse 8 and explain what happens to them:


6. What does the angel show John in verses 9-10:


Day 3: 

7. How is the city described in verses 11-14:
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8. We have studied the importance of measurement before in Revelation 11. Now, here in 
chapter 21:15-17 there is another reference to measuring the city. What have we discovered in 
God’s Word regarding what the Temple represents today? As you read through these verses, 
what are your thoughts regarding this measurement at this time in the book of Revelation:


Day 4: 

9. List the jewels mentioned in verses 19-21:


10. Read Exodus 28 and share what you found regarding jewels being mentioned:


11. List the significant points from verses 22-24:


12. Share your thoughts regarding the final two verses from 25-27:


Day 5: Reflection & Thoughts 

13. Once again we see the literary brilliance of the book of Revelation in that we are never left 
with the bad news for long. As you have gone through this journey in this book, share your 
thoughts to the group about your experience thus far of what you have learned:


14. As you ponder on this New Heaven and New Earth coming down rather than us going up, 
share your thoughts to the group:
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